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brain structure, function, and connectivity in unprecedented detail.
74
These advances make it feasible to systematically explore the human 75 connectome, i.e., to generate maps of brain connectivity that are 'com- tion. This dataset includes unprocessed and 'minimally preprocessed' 100 data on all subjects, plus more extensively analyzed group-average 101 data for several modalities.
102
Additional articles in this special issue go into greater detail in 103 these specific areas and provide a wealth of information about our 104 instrumentation and image acquisition methods (Ugurbil et al., 105 2013); preprocessing pipelines (Glasser et al., 2013b) ; diffusion imaging 106 (Sotiropoulos et al., 2013b) ; resting-state fMRI (Smith et al., 2013) ; imaging modalities (Glasser et al., 2013b 
telephone interview, the Semi-Structured Assessment for the Genet- Bucholz et al., 1994 (raw) HCP scan data (see below).
386
Pulse sequences
387
The most significant pulse sequence development for the HCP was increase can lead to substantially improved functional SNR (Feinberg 398 et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2011) , the ability to acquire more diffusion 399 data points (Sotiropoulos et al., 2013b) , and/or increases in spatial res-400 olution for fMRI or dMRI . The optimal multiband 401 factor and other pulse sequence parameters depend on a complex set 402 of trade-offs that entailed extensive piloting and analysis (Smith et al., 403 2013; Sotiropoulos et al., 2013b; Ugurbil et al., 2013 
sites (more than 60 as of February , 2013) Smith et al., 2013; Ugurbil et al., 2013) .
415
Each of the 2 hour-long sessions includes both resting-state and task 
440
The high quality of the structural, fMRI and dMRI data is illustrated 441 below and in other articles in this special issue. oped before the data collection protocol was finalized.
465
We also acquire cardiac and respiratory signals associated with each 466 scan, using a standard Siemens pulse oximeter placed on a digit and a 467 respiratory belt placed on the abdomen. These signals are linked to 468 scan onset using a trigger pulse generated by the pulse sequence.
469
They are written to text files and assigned a unique file name that 470 enables matching to the corresponding scan. These physiology datasets
471
were not ready at the time of the initial Q1 data release but will be Scanning of 200 subjects at 7 T will be done at UMinn using a 498 Siemens 7 T scanner. 7 T provides increases in both the image SNR 499 (Vaughan et al., 2001 ) and functional contrast-to-noise (Yacoub et al., 
datasets, it is critical to compensate as much as possible for these 534 distortions, biases, and artifacts, and also to acknowledge the poten-535 tial impact of residual confounds. receive and transmit bias field maps that are used in preprocessing).
583
The HCP structural pipelines use FreeSurfer 5.1 software plus a series 584 of customized steps that combine information from both T 1 w and T 2 w 585 scans for more accurate white and pial surfaces. Fig. 1A shows a 586 parasagittal slice through a T 1 w scan from one HCP subject, along 587 with surface contours for the 'pial' and 'white' surfaces generated by (Fischl et al., 1999) . This is followed by registration to the Conte69 
Resting-state fMRI

646
Preprocessing of fMRI data (both resting-state and task-fMRI) 647 involves two pipelines, one carried out entirely on the volume data.
648
The second involves mapping the data to cortical surfaces and subcorti- 
minimally preprocessed datasets (Glasser et al., 2013b Fig. 1 . A. Parasagittal slice through posterior cortex of T 1 w image from subject A1 (study-specific code), with accurate pial and white surface contours, even where cortex is thin (arrows). The fidelity with which the FreeSurfer white and pial surfaces track the anatomical boundaries is much better than the initial surfaces generated by running FreeSurfer 5.1 on 1 mm isotopic T 1 w data from the same subject (cf. Figs. 11, 12 in Glasser et al., 2013b) . B, C. Myelin maps on inflated left and right hemispheres of subject A1. Highlighted vertices centered on myelin hotspots in the left hemisphere (B, black) have geographically corresponding vertices located within myelin hotspots in the right hemisphere (C, blue). The myelin maps illustrated here are improved over those available in the HCP Q1 data release by virtue of a step that reduces residual low spatial frequency biases by subtracting a highly smoothed population-average myelin map (see Glasser et al., 2013a Fig. 22 and associated text for details). (cf. Robinson et al., 2013; Van Essen et al., 2012b) .
768
ICA provides a powerful alternative approach to subdividing the hopefully have a high probability of reflecting genuine connections 806 (Smith, 2012) .
807
The preceding examples illustrate how parcellations can be generat-808 ed and analyzed using group data, where the signal-to-noise is high.
809
One strategy for the future will be to apply parcellations derived at 810 the group-level (from multiple subjects' dense connectomes combined) 811 to each individual subject. Then a parcellated connectome matrix could 
be generated based on the data from each subject. These subject-813 specific parcellated connectomes can then be averaged across subjects, 
Diffusion MRI analyses
821
The preprocessing and analysis of dMRI data involve a very different 822 set of technical considerations than those just discussed for rfMRI.
823
However, the overarching approach adopted by the HCP is similar: 824 capitalize on the high quality of the acquired data by minimizing 825 distortions, maximizing spatial registration, and addressing the residual 826 confounds using the best methods available.
827
Extensive effort has been dedicated to improvements in preprocess-828 ing of the diffusion data, to improve fiber reconstruction (Sotiropoulos 829 et al., 2013a) . For example, combining data across multiple receive 830 coils using a sensitivity-encoding method (SENSE-1) increases the 831 dynamic range of the signal relative to the conventional root-sum-of-832 squares approach (Lenglet et al., 2012; Sotiropoulos et al., 2012, 833 2013b). We also developed a novel algorithm that greatly improves been applied to the full Q1 dMRI datasets, but they will be made avail-849 able in future data releases. Probabilistic tractography has been applied Fig. 3 . A. A map of functional connectivity (after regression of the mean gray timecourse) in the left and right hemispheres of an individual HCP subject associated with a seed location in right retrosplenial cortex (black arrow, black circle). B. A functional connectivity map for a nearby seed location (white arrow, black circle) in cingulate cortex (part of the default mode network). Fig. 4 . A map of functional connectivity (full correlation converted to Z-statistics) in the left and right hemispheres associated with a seed location in the left parietal cortex (part of the default mode network), from a group average functional connectivity analysis (20 subjects from the HCP Q1 data release, but not the same as the standard '20 unrelated' subjects). Positive correlations are thresholded at Z > 5 and negative correlations are thresholded at Z b −2.5. Adapted, with permission, from Smith et al. (2013) .
to some of these datasets using FSL's existing probabilistic tractography 851 approaches to generate dense connectomes in grayordinate space 852 ( Behrens et al., 2007; Sotiropoulos et al., 2013b) . well as where they intersect with cortical surfaces and subcortical nuclei.
Q32
862
To this end, Connectome Workbench includes the capability for interac-
863
tive 'point-and-click' visualization of probabilistic trajectories (Fig. 7A) .
864
This enables users to access the large trajectory files remotely by approaches are much more likely to trace to gyral crowns than to sulcal Fig. 5 . A. Five example components from a 30-component ICA analysis (8 were discarded as being either artifact or being inconsistent across subjects) displayed on inflated cortical atlas surfaces. B. 22 × 22 correlation matrices (group-average parcellated connectomes) derived from the timeseries associated with the 22 group-ICA components. Full correlation is shown below the diagonal; partial correlation above the diagonal. Each row or column is the set of correlations (red, yellow) or anti-correlations (green, blue) between a single network matrix "node" and all other nodes; the nodes were reordered from the original ordering, according to a hierarchical clustering algorithm (depicted at the top). The network analysis and figure generation was carried out using the FSLNets package (fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FSLNets). Adapted from Smith et al. (2013) . . Detailed comparisons in macaque surface-based aspects (Glasser et al., 2013b) .
900
For the Q1 data release, we completed more extensive processing on 901 all of the tfMRI data from 20 subjects who were unrelated to each other, vidual difference and genetic analysis goals of the HCP.
920
As another example, Fig. 9 displays results from the language pro- to dMRI-based structural connectivity (Fig. 7) . Fig. 10 shows another 940 example of cross-modal comparison that also illustrates the utility of 941 being able to visualize fMRI data mapped to a cerebellar surface map.
942
The top row shows the group-average task activation from the right- Smith et al., 2013) . However, the SNR for subcortical regions is generally (wMNE) will be used to generate computationally efficient and reliable 1003 projections of resting activity into source space (de Pasquale et al., 2010 (de Pasquale et al., , 1004 2012; Mantini et al., 2011) . Task data will be analyzed using two on the HCP preprocessing pipelines described above.
1052
The ConnectomeDB database enables selection of subjects based 1053 on a large number of behavioral phenotype data types that are stored 1054 in the database and available for each subject. Currently, these search 1055 capabilities are mainly useful for selecting subgroups of subjects from 1056 the Q1 data release for download. This is at present of limited utility,
1057
given the relatively small number of subjects available for the first 1058 quarterly release. However, more extensive data mining capabilities 1059 will be added, and the number of subjects will of course increase 1060 with successive quarterly releases.
1061
Datasets will be released on a quarterly basis in order to avoid data 1062 management problems that would arise if the data came out in small-1063 er 'dribs and drabs'. Moreover, the extensive data processing and QC 1064 efforts that are essential for the data to be maximally useful to the 1065 community currently require several months between the end of a 
Q2
shows representative fractional anisotropy and color-encoded principal diffusion direction images from the HCP dMRI data, compared with a more conventional 2 mm dataset (from a different subject). The improvement in anatomical detail is clearly discernible. For example, many white matter tracts appear thicker (less partial voluming). The imaging protocol for the conventional data was as follows: Siemens 3 T Verio, 2 mm isotropic voxels, 64 slices, 60 directions, 2 averages with reversed phase encoding polarity, b = 1500 s/mm^2, TE/TR = 86/10,000 ms, GRAPPA = 2, scan time = 20 min.
1110 might lead to inadvertent identification, particularly by other family 1111 members, if these combinations were publicly released. On the other 1112 hand, this information will be needed for many types of scientific inquiry 1113 aimed at characterizing the heritability of brain circuits and relating brain 1114 circuits to behavioral and demographic phenotypes. In order to minimize 1115 the risk of inappropriate disclosure of subject identity and yet maximize 1116 the usefulness of the data for research, all researchers who wish to 1117 make use of the HCP Restricted Access data elements (including all 1118 members of a given laboratory, not just the principal investigator) must 1119 agree in writing to a number of conditions, including the following: each reported analysis must be based on at least 3 subjects, and the 1140 presentation of the data must not reveal the study-specific subject
1141
ID associated with any particular data point or value.
1142
To mitigate any loss of transparency across studies, HCP will host a 1143 password-protected web page where investigators will be asked to 1144 load a key that maps their study-specific 
1176
Given that the 5-year HCP grant is at its halfway point and is still in 1177 the early stages of systematic data collection and sharing, it would obvi-1178 ously be premature to declare the overall project a complete success. Table S5 ). Collectively, they provide 
1184 great breadth of expertise and intellectual perspectives needed to 1185 address the many facets of the project.
1186
Given the size of the consortium and the multi-faceted nature of 1187 the endeavor, a number of operating principles and practices have 1188 proved (and will continue to be) especially useful. Here, we comment 1189 briefly on a few lessons learned and insights gained about the process 1190 of coordinating efforts by a consortium that is both geographically 1191 dispersed and highly diverse in its expertise, in hopes that some of 1192 these might be useful in other contexts.
Teams and working groups
1194
At the beginning of the project we established seven operational 1195 teams (OTs) to organize the work of the consortium: Hardware, pulse 1196 sequences, and preprocessing; dMRI; rfMRI and tfMRI; MEG/EEG; 1197 recruitment, behavior, and genotyping; cross-modal integration and 1198 network modeling; and informatics (http://www.humanconnectome. Fig. 10 . A. Task-fMRI activation from the right-hand movement task carried out on the Q1 unrelated 20 subjects, mapped onto the group-average cerebral surfaces (first two panels) and onto the inflated cerebellar atlas surface that has been mapped to the MNI atlas stereotaxic space (Van Essen, 2009) . B. Resting-state fMRI component 13 from a 100-dimensional ICA decomposition (with 82 components judged to be signal), applied to the 66 subjects in the HCP Q1 data release having four rfMRI runs. 
1342
In this overall context, we are optimistic that major insights will 1343 emerge from mining of HCP data. In broad strokes, this will include 1344 (i) more accurate charting of brain parcellations, brain networks,
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